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+32493935323,+32499315701 - https://www.bar-dhenri.be

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of D'henri from Antwerpen-centrum. Currently, there are 18
meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about D'henri:
Funny bar with only vegan options, perfect! The card's small, but that makes sense when you see how dirty the
kitchen is. But the quality is great with the food! Super much taste of everything they make, very kind personnel,
too. cocktails were also very good, unfortunately no mocktails. read more. You can use the WiFi of the restaurant

free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. The rooms on site are accessible,
and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What narendra a doesn't like

about D'henri:
It was late in the night and I was desperate to have some food and wandered into this bar. The place was fully

packed but I was able to get a bar stool for drinks/dinner. The place was quite loud with people 's conversations
sans music which to me was off-putting. Coming to food, the options were limited as there 's only one chef who
makes home made food right in front of you and mind you it 's all VEGETARIAN . So, I... read more. The D'henri

from Antwerpen-centrum provides different tasty French meals, Moreover, the drinks menu of this gastropub
offers a good and especially extensive variety of beers from the region and the world that are definitely worth a
try. Most often, the burgers of this establishment, which are among the highlights, are offered along with sides
like french fries, leaf and cabbage salads or wedges, At the bar, you can unwind with a freshly tapped beer or

other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Vega� Burger
VEGAN BURGER

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Drink�
GLASS OF WINE

DRINKS

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

BREAD

SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

FRENCH

VEGETARIAN

VEGAN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 00:00 -00:00
Tuesday 17:00-23:45
Wednesday 17:00-23:45
Thursday 17:00-23:45
Friday 17:00-23:45
Saturday 17:00-23:45
Sunday 00:00 -00:00
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